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 “We are persuaded by Petitioner 
that the claims are directed to 
“displaying a video game based 
on stored panel information”

Decision Granting Institution [29], 8. 
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DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT – NOT EVIDENCE

 “We are persuaded by Petitioner 
that the claims are directed to 
“‘controlling the display of a 
video game based on a received 
selection of panel information’”

Decision Granting Institution [47], 8. 
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“data storage”

“points set”

“first division”

“second division”

‘659 Patent‘583 Patent

Abstract

Detailed Description

“panel layout function”

“panel selection function”

“screen display control  

function”

“the character is 

displayed as an 

animation”

Ex. 1001 [29]; Ex. 1001 [47].

Shared Specification and Independent Claim Limitations
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‘659 Patent‘583 Patent

Ex. 1001 [29]; Ex. 1001 [47].

Shared Dependent Claims

Claim 10:

“each of the 

panels displays 

a still image 

Claims 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 

11=10, 12=11, 13=12

Claim 13:

“the panels indicate 

characters that the first 

user and the second 

user use for attack or 

defense in the game.”
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